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when villagers have robbed the nest of their unfledged young.
So did these two let the piteous tears run streaming from their
eyes. And sunset would have found them still in tender mood, if
Telemachus had not suddenly thought of asking his father a
question.(But, father dear/ he said,(what ship can have brought
you just now to Ithaca, and who were the men on board? It is
obvious that you didn't come on foot.'
'My boy,' said Odysseus, 'you shall have the whole story.
The Phaeacians brought me here. You know their name for
seamanship and how they provide any stranger who lands on
their coasts with his passage home. Well, they brought me
across the sea on one of their fast ships and landed me in Ithaca -
I was asleep the whole time. They gave me splendid presents
too, copper and gold in plenty and woven stuffs, all of which, I
thank heaven, lie hidden in a cave. Finally, I came up here at
Athene's suggestion so that we could discuss the destruction of
our enemies. And now I want you to run through their names
for me one by one, so that I may know exactly who and how
many they are. Then I will face the problem boldly and decide
whether we two could deal with them by ourselves or whether
we should seek assistance.'
* Father,' Telemachus replied with his usual prudence,(I have
always heard of your great reputation as a soldier who could use
his brains as well as his hands. But this time you have over-
reached yourself. You appal me! Two men couldn't possibly
take on so many, and such good fighters into the bargain. There
are not a mere dozen Suitors, nor a couple of dozen, but many
times more than that. I can tell you their strength here and now.
Dulichium has sent fifty-two, the pick other young men, with
six valets in tow. From Same there are twenty-four, and from
Zacynthus twenty noblemen; while Ithaca itself has contri-
buted a dozen of its best, and with them Medon the herald, and
an excellent minstrel, besides two servants used to carving. If
we meet them at the house in full force, I am afraid it may be
you who pay a cruel and a ghastly price for the crimes you
have come to avenge. So if you can think of any possible allies,

